Volodymyr Dahl East Ukrainian National University is a twice displaced higher education institution with strong human capital and experience in recovery of activities in crisis conditions. VDEUNU with its more than 100 years history, is a leader among universities in Eastern Ukraine, acting as an efficient regional stakeholder and implementing strong third mission in the region.

Prof. Inna SEMENENKO
Head of Department of Economics and Entrepreneurship
Head of Resource Centre for Sustainable Development
semenenko@snu.edu.ua
isemenenko@ukr.net

Date of foundation
March 27 1920

Location
Severodonetsk, Luhansk oblast with branches in Rubzhyne, Luhansk oblast, AR Crimea

Evacuation to locations in Kamianets-Podilskyi Volyn oblast, Dnipro and Kyiv

Number of students
5250
Number of international students
120

Positions in Rankings
TOP-200 Ukraine
51
Ranking of HEI by the number of patents
7
ScVerse Scopus database
48
Entering the QS Emerging Europe and Central Asia University Rankings

Structural Units and Faculties
Faculty of Agriculture
Faculty of Economics and Management
Faculty of Engineering
Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences
Faculty of International Relations
Faculty of Law
Faculty of Transport and Construction
Faculty of Information Technologies and Electronics
Faculty of International Cooperation
Faculty of International Relations
Faculty of Law
Faculty of Engineering
Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences
Faculty of International Relations

COMPETENCE DEVELOPMENT AND RESEARCH CENTRES

Department of International Cooperation
Olena Seredina, Head of department, seredina@snu.edu.ua
Ruslan Halhash, Vice-Rector for Research and Academic Affairs, Economic Activity, and Development, galgash@snu.edu.ua

INTERNATIONALISATION

• Internationalisation of educational environment
• International scientific research activity and technology transfer for the exchange of modern achievements of world science
• Development of European identity and cultivation of European values
• International partnership for sustainable development

STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS FOR INTERNATIONALISATION